2013, July 6

Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE WORDS
PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

Law of One
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2]
530 – 646 – 4187 [line 3]
530 - 487 - 1043 [line 4]

BBS Toll Free

888-429-5471

Skype:

BBSradio2

Opening Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Toll Free in North America

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!

● A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
● We need $ 325 to complete last week and this week.
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Saturday History Call; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS
● Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to
someone else's archives is put towards our BBS bill!

T & R: ● Rent due on Wed; plus about $125 / week to keep them going
● Let them know if you can share $10, $15, $15 per week or per month
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
● There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● Remember you can also have a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

● Please remember to support MariettaRobert's Stargate Roundtable as well!!!!

T: someone called once and said they only had $5 – didn't think it mattered!
OF COURSE IT MATTERS – every little bit matters!
● For those who do not like paying electronically, here is the mailing address of BBS:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
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HARD NEWS:

Caller1: received a letter from IRS re mailing address asking for his home address; should he send it
and/or should he send it with red writing on it - “It is a gift. Where is my cheque for my benefit?”
T: how come they do not know your home address? Quite surprising that you get something directly from
that so-called place – there is usually an interloper
● Report on the plane that crashed at the San Francisco airport: - a South Korean Boeing 777 – don't know
how it happened. Discussion about possibilities.
Camp Loveway: guest was Raj Patel – the question was asked: do you wish for us to show up? And the
answer is yes: the message from the galactics could be in the form of energy interactions, how
matter and anti matter interact or the solar winds, and bringing in the shamanistic story about this
and the shamans who have been listening to the winds and all the kingdoms are singing, telling
their stories and saying now is the time of the ending of this cycle, and new energies are
manifesting! Many of us are still saying “Huh? What? 2012 came and went!” As you believe the
changes have happened, they have – it's about your point of view.
● Something is changing about the very nature of reality, and people are feeling it
● Also had on Horse Whisperer; she and Raj Patel were talking about the various animals who are
speaking up and saying they need our help to get through this; things may not seem to be what
they are supposed to be – our cats, dogs, horses, exotic animals are talking to us, including the
snakes -something has changed in the dimensional realities of this sector of the galaxy – would be
in our interest to listen
● Raj Patel says it's the sound of the galaxy and we respond with dialogue that comes from a
heart-centered space – he brought up the auywaska story and the various rivers – this is the time
and the place of the changing of the time lines
R went into a Washington Federal Bank and showed them a $1000 dinar; said he knows Section 7 has
been lifted – the sanctions being lifted; people standing by piles of dinars – he told the teller this and
showed her the website – she told him his chain was being pulled big time, with the Patriot Act in place,
how can we cash this in – she said if they are doing this, they are going to get a very interesting visit from
the Homeland Gestapo – there are many misgivings about this as there has been no announcement from
the Sirian Commander and Bush, Cheney and Clinton are still walking the planet
R: Romney, Cantor and the others are still free – what have we got?
T: this is the entirety of the old order and the NESARA law has to be enacted
It is about the power of love!
R: The story about the Boeing 777 is another distraction, no matter how awful – don't think it was done on
purpose but still a distraction.
● Up to 70 have been injured in the crash; up to 2 dead
R: Ed Snowden got offered sanctuary in Venezuala – T: he requested, and they accepted – the president
had already offered Edward the opportunity
T: neat things in the news: thanks to all who have been keeping their eyes open
T: Magic Mary called in to tell about an item on CNN or NBC – announcement that July 10th Basel III will be
fully in effect in the US – this is NESARA stuff. What is a regular main stream news saying this for?
● Another unusual thing Alex Witt's show was cancelled and THE ED SHOW took its place!
● Before that, Melissa Harris-Perry's show was live from New Orleans - The Essence Festival
● also a free health clinic on site
● talking of every aspect of racism which is inextricably connected to slavery
● people with white skin do not understand they are slaves as well as they are not of the elite
● Ed Show had on a young boy – 9 years old – so articulate and a wide grasp of the issues. Talked of
Rahm Emmanuel and how many schools that got shut down – his mother moved him from a private
school to a public school and he went too. He started meeting kids and teachers from 50 others
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schools that were to be shut down – as he talked with the students from other schools, he found out
the other schools did not have the programs he had in his good public school.
● He had such a good background and a good grasp of what was happening – said that students
need art, science, music, astronomy, meditation to be fully developed
● 2nd hour of the Ed show was Rev Al Sharpton at the Essence Festival:
● Started to talk of New Orleans and the Creole people who speak French & Spanish
● the French is a mixture of Spanish and French – a unique dialect
● Rachel, the girl friend of Trayvon Martin: her first language was Creole, second was Spanish, 3rd
was English and she can speak, write and translate from all three and she was being put down by
the white population as ignorant! It is stunning how our emotional immaturity is unwilling to go
deeper and feel the pain and this gets in the way of understanding
● This stigma seems to come from the white people who are not in the elite group, but making
money inside the right wing aspect of things; – their schools are less than, their income is less than,
yet their whiteness does not help them: they are being called by the elitists as useless eaters
- it is the energy of people looking at others and seeing them as less better off than the
white ones
● Also the injuries in the uterus to the brain and other parts of the fetus: one in every child of 10
born in the blacker racial ethnicity are dying at birth right now – and 1 in 50 end up with autism
across the US!!!!
● Has to do with GMO stuff, exposure of soldiers to agent orange stuff in various wars, white
phosphorus and also depleted uranium tailings – babies are being formed with all these chemicals
in the environment
● Helen Thomas said that Israel is the White Satan when she was asked about this on alternate Focus –
she was asked what to do about it: they can go back where they came from: Poland, Germany and
the US where only 6% are Israeli – even though the ethnicity is 6%, the entire US is Israeli by policy
is what she means
Abby Martin: most people think the US gives Israel $3 Billion / year;
but there is another $3 Billion that no one knows about
● AND we have given $1.4 billion to build a new Air force base!
● Today on Pirate TV: a man for the last 25 years researching the US Navy; they have been putting up in
bays – San Fran, off Georgia and a couple of other places where they are moving trident / nuclear
missiles – up and down the coasts – they are planning a nuclear fight
● Glenn Milner used the Freedom of Information Act, and has been able to get on Free Speech TV
with the information, a testimony to the times we are in. He has survived death threats and so on
R: talked to KOS about this: he said they are begging for a date with Mother and she will show them what
is done with that technology
Reading: Scientists discover tiny solar panels that create themselves

[SEE BELOW]

● Talks about work in Germany where fuel can be made from algae
● It was 2010 when scientists figured out about the plants – we are only waiting for political will
Reading: Illinois illegally seizes Bees Resistant to Monsanto’s Roundup; Kills remaining Queens
This is all a political problem!
[SEE BELOW]

Reading: 2013, July 2 North Carolina Prepares To Suppress Black Voters, Not That The Voting
Rights Act Lost Its Teeth
[SEE BELOW]
● More power to the people in North Carolina for taking action!
Audio: about using raw hemp for healing – from Hidden Knowledge TV
● Raw hemp in the form of juice will heal any kind of cancer – have only to do without flesh food of any
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kind which produces ammonia in your small intestine
● Today they saw on TV a good device – myhealthmaster.com 888-290-8806 It will turn solid vegetables and fruit completely into juice – which means you get the fibre
AND the juice – this is an exponential increase in your phytonutrients
● The participants in the audio/video are referring to the hemp as a supplement
T: goes back to the story in the “Garden of Eden” - they had giant hemp trees!
● Montel Williams took over for Air America from Al Franken – he began the development of this blender
because he was in the Gulf War and got depleted uranium tailings in his body and had to look after his
health
● We need the attitude of gratitude for this help: the attitude of fear that comes in when we hear the C
word is worse than the C word!
● We can be our own doctors too – no sugar unless it is in organic fruit; the C word shows up because we are
doing the wrong type of balanced diet – we need 80% alkaline food and 20% acid, not the other way
around. The liquid part of our body is the Feminine side – the acid / alkaline thing is about the Ph
Things show up because we have been ignoring our health
● Montel Health Master
Tri Star Products Inc
PO Box 3125
Wallingford, CT 05494

Reading: 2013, July 6 Villains, Heroes & Villain-Made Heroes
T: her comment on the article - Rachel texted Rama and said “I have a gun at both sides of my head; please
don't shoot the messenger - it will all come out in the wash”
● The purpose of the calls is to help people understand about Barack Obama and that he is a double
agent; if you listen you will feel the vibrations – so different to those of the Black Widow
Reading: Tara refers back to the article called “Two Constitutions in the United States.
The 1St was suspended in favor of a Vatican Corporation in 1871” and to page 2 where there is
reference to the First Charter of Virginia
Reads THE FIRST CHARTER OF VIRGINIA – 1606, from
http://www.lonang.com/exlibris/organic/1606-fcv.htm
Reading:

CHAPTER FIVE
THE BRUTON VAULT
http://www.darivera.com/index_files/FW_files/fw5.htm

[SEE BELOW]

[TOO BIG TO INSERT]

● about the background of Sir Francis Bacon / St Germain - Tara adds a great deal of commentary
on the history of the time, including the fact that D'Yanna was Queen Elizabeth 1 st and Jennifer Lee was
her half-sister Mary, Queen of Scots
● Sir Francis Bacon started the Rosicrucian Order; Madam Blavatsky was taken out after 1891 and
immediately returned as Manly P. Hall
● and numerous other items!!!!

Astrology – Richard
July 3, 2013 Pele Report, Astrology Forecast

Kaypacha

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unVWor1GqS8&feature=player_embedded
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These days I’m feeling like I want to yell!
Break free, strike out, completely rebel!
I no longer need meet the standards of others,
But get with the beat of my own Inner Drummer.
The New Moon in Cancer this Monday is an excellent opportunity to feel deeply into and
come home to your innermost self. While this may bring up some passionate desires to
scream and shout and let it out, it may be better to chill for awhile and set some long range
strategies to exit any limiting conditions you find yourself in. In the meantime, don’t forget
to chill and play a little bit! Injoy…..
T & Ri: Discussion on the meaning and relevance of the Kaypacha report, plus Cynthia's approach to
galacticspacebook.com - he comes from Mayan background/ Jose Arquelles
Conf Call
Caller1: Mayor Bloomberg did something to restore $ to help those affected by the hurricane

● Effect of sequester: yes, it did take some $ away, but Bloomberg designed another approach and got $50 M he wants to build walls along the coast
● Asks about Maldek: T: when Maldek went super nova, it sent radiation poisoning and burnt up the atmosphere
It sent shock waves into the solar system and took all the water off of Mars - it rained for 40 days and 40 nights
and it was radioactive rain! That is why Noah needed an amphibious starship to take themselves out of the
water. All happened at the same time that the great crystal of Atlantis was shattered; the parents from Atlantis
put the kids on their shoulders and started walking through 2 feet of water; they went in different directions to
survive; sometimes they had to swim
Caller 1 remembers some of the visuals from Atlantis; knows that she and others need healing due to those
events because of the catastrophe
T: there are so many people who are actually expanding their awareness and realize
We have help from the fairies, the menahunnies, angels – all kinds of beings;
Every year from 1987 to 2012 – 1,000 years for every year to make up 26,000 years

● We are having an awesome experience – Caller on some days has to be just still, cannot even talk!
● The people have said no to the system
● Reference to the program called Bountiful Baskets food box program: $25 for a large box of organic food
War grid: did T say it was being lifted? Yes, they figured out how to separate the war grid from the rest of
the grid around the planet so when the war grid is shut down, the rest survives and people can
continue to live – the Masters are saying that humanity wants peace and they were driven by the
feeling of being trapped and if they didn't do certain things, they would not survive and feed their
kids, etc. The weapons of war of all kinds are connected because they all require electricity to
operate.
● Refers to the Howard Zinn speech on American exceptionalism – which is about preferential
treatment and the ultimate me/me/me
● 2009 He who would gain it must first pierce the rock
T: in the fall of 1991, Marsha Middleton in a meeting with the Bruton Vault
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BBS
Reading: finishes This is the Big One We've All Been Waiting for – the Grand Sextile

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: July 5 Balsamic Moon Phase- Moon in Gemini/Cancer/ Ruling Mahavidya: Bagalamukhi
[SEE BELOW]
Go to www.bountifulbaskets.org and check out the website.[the program D'Yanna was talking about]

Audio:

Secret Ancient Knowledge: Gregg Braden - The Divine Matrix - starting at 1 hr 19 min
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRPfXHni1ok

Audio: Max Keiser

Episode 467

2013, July 5

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=hcIEAyC0nfw

In this episode of the Keiser Report, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss tipping points
on the way to Bondpocalypse - a time when flipping houses to greater fools will no longer
be a viable retirement plan, and incarcerating citizens for eternity will be unaffordable. In
the second half of the program, Max talks to Karl Denninger about bonds and QE tapering.
Karl says that since any investor under 50 will only know a world of declining interest
rates, they will have to adjust their thinking for a new period of rising or flat rates.
T: Edward Snowden: Nicaragua, Venezuela, Bolivia – have offered him asylum
Reading: Voices of our Ancestors – Ch 5
Closing:
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MATERIALS RELATED TO THE NOTES
2010, Sept 7

Scientists discover tiny solar panels that create themselves

File this one under "holy crap," but scientists at MIT have discovered molecules that spontaneously
assemble themselves into a pattern that can turn light into electricity — essentially a self-creating solar
panel. In a petri dish.
The researchers set out to create a synthetic process that imitates photosynthesis. Certain molecules
respond to light by releasing electrons; the trick was discovering a substance that sticks them together
in a consistent structure. Phospholipids do just that, and they also attach themselves to carbon
nanotubes, which conduct electricity. With the nanotubes holding the phospholipids in a uniform
alignment, the photoreactive molecules are all exposed to light at once, and the tube acts as a wire that
then collects the resulting electrical current.
The most interesting part is that the tiny solar array can be disassembled and reassembled just by
adding chemicals. Spray on an additive and the molecular components break apart into a soup; remove
it with a membrane, and the system spontaneously puts itself together.
After repeatedly having the system go through disassembly and reassembly, the scientists found the
system had no loss in efficiency. That could prove to be the best development of all, since losing
efficiency over time can be a big problem with some solar systems. It all makes sense: if you want to
build better solar panels, why not look for inspiration from the most successful solar-energy generators
of all: plants.
MIT News, via Kurzweil AI
https://www.dvice.com/archives/2010/09/scientists_disc.php
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Illinois illegally seizes Bees Resistant to Monsanto’s Roundup; Kills
remaining Queens

2013, May 24

By Global Research News

Global Research, May 24, 2013

The Illinois Ag Dept. illegally seized privately owned bees from renowned naturalist, Terrence Ingram, without
providing him with a search warrant and before the court hearing on the matter, reports Prairie Advocate News.
Behind the obvious violations of his Constitutional rights is Monsanto. Ingram was researching Roundup’s
effects on bees, which he’s raised for 58 years. “They ruined 15 years of my research,” he told Prairie Advocate,
by stealing most of his stock.
A certified letter from the Ag Dept.’s Apiary Inspection Supervisor, Steven D. Chard, stated:
“During a routine inspection of your honeybee colonies by … Inspectors Susan Kivikko and
Eleanor Balson on October 23, 2011, the bacterial disease ‘American Foulbrood’ was detected in a
number of colonies located behind your house…. Presence of the disease in some of your colonies
was confirmed via test results from the USDA Bee Research Laboratory in Beltsville, Maryland that
analyzed samples collected from your apiary….”

Ingram can prove his bees did not have foulbrood, and
planned to do so at a hearing set in April, but the state seized his bees at the end of March. They have not
returned them and no one at the Ag Dept. seems to know where his bees are.
The bees could have been destroyed, or they could have been turned over to Monsanto to ascertain why some of
his bees are resistant to Roundup. Without the bees as evidence, Ingram simply cannot defend against the phony
charges of foulbrood.
Worse, all his queens died after Kivikko and Balson “inspected” his property, outside of his presence and without
a warrant.
Of note, Illinois beekeepers are going underground after Ingram’s experience and refuse to register their hives, in
case the state tries to steal their private property on phony claims.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqXCboEL-7k&feature=player_embedded
http://www.globalresearch.ca/illinois-illegally-seizes-bees-resista...
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2013, July 2 North Carolina Prepares To Suppress Black Voters, Not That The Voting Rights Act Lost Its Teeth

By Aviva Shen on Jul 2, 2013 at 1:30 pm

(Credit: AP)
Just days after the U.S. Supreme Court gutted the Voting Rights Act, North Carolina is moving forward with
a host of bills to roll back voting rights. Republican lawmakers are accelerating a new agenda to eliminate
early voting, Sunday voting hours, and same-day registration provisions. GOP leaders also vowed to move
quickly to pass a controversial voter ID law that would make it much harder for minorities, seniors,
students, and low-income voters to cast their ballots.
The court’s conservative majority decreed last Tuesday that the formula used to identify states with a
history of using election law to discriminate against minorities has “no logical relationship to the present
day.” Many of the covered jurisdictions celebrated the decision by promptly advancing voting restrictions
that disproportionately target minorities and low-income voters. Texas enacted their previously blocked
voter ID law mere hours after the ruling.
North Carolina’s newly unfettered attack on voting rights has three main prongs:

• Require ID at the polls. North Carolina’s voter ID bill could pose problems for 1 in 10 voters,

according to an analysis by the State Board of Elections. About 613,000 North Carolinians lack the
required government-issued ID. Nearly a third of these voters are black, while over half are
registered Democrats.
• Penalize college students for voting. Republicans are also pushing a bill to raise taxes on
families with college students who choose to vote at school rather than at home, effectively
discouraging college students from voting.
• End early voting and same-day registration. Other states that restricted early voting, like Ohio
and Florida, needlessly created mammoth lines on Election Day, forcing some voters to wait until 1
a.m. to cast a ballot. The backlash in Florida has been especially strong, prompting Gov. Rick Scott
(R) to reverse his own voter suppression laws. In North Carolina, black voters make up 29 percent
of early voters and 34 percent of voters who took advantage of same-day voter registration at the
polls.
The Republican-dominated legislature and new Republican governor will likely do all they can to speed
along these restrictions. However, polls show that North Carolinians overwhelmingly oppose these new
voter suppression measures. “Moral Monday” protests are cropping up all over the state to challenge these
bills and a slew of other draconian policies targeting the poor, women, minorities, and seniors.
http://thinkprogress.org/justice/2013/07/02/2244651/north-carolina-voter-suppression-voting-rights-act/
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2013, July 6 THE FIRST CHARTER OF VIRGINIA - 1606
Home - LONANG Library - Organic Documents
The First Charter of Virginia
April 10, 1606

JAMES, by the Grace of God, King of England, Scotland, France and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, etc.
WHEREAS our loving and well-disposed Subjects, Sir Thomas Gates, and Sir George Somers, Knights, Richard
Hackluit, Clerk, Prebendary of Westminster, and Edward-Maria Wingfield, Thomas Hanham, and Raleigh
Gilbert, Esquires William Parker, and George Popham, Gentlemen, and divers others of our loving Subjects,
have been humble Suitors unto us, that We would vouchsafe unto them our License, to make Habitation,
Plantation, and to deduce a colony of sundry of our people into that part of America commonly called
VIRGINIA, and other parts and Territories in America, either appertaining unto us, or which are not now
actually possessed by any Christian Prince or People, situate, lies, and being all along the Sea Coasts, between
four and thirty Degrees of Northerly Latitude from the Equinoctial Line, and five and forty Degrees of the same
Latitude, and in the main Land between the same four and thirty and five and forty Degrees, and the Islands
thereunto adjacent, or within one hundred Miles of the Coast thereof;
And to that End, and for the more speedy Accomplishment of their said intended Plantation and Habitation
there, are desirous to divide themselves into two several Colonies and Companies; the one consisting of certain
Knights, Gentlemen, Merchants, and other Adventurers, of our City of London and elsewhere, which are, and
from time to time shall be, joined unto them, which do desire to begin their Plantation and Habitation in some fit
and convenient Place, between four and thirty and one and forty Degrees of the said Latitude, along the Coasts
of Virginia, and the Coasts of America aforesaid: And the other consisting of sundry Knights, Gentlemen,
Merchants, and other Adventurers, of our Cities of Bristol and Exeter, and of our Town of Plymouth, and of
other Places, which do join themselves unto that Colony, which do desire to begin their Plantation and
Habitation in some fit and convenient Place, between eight and thirty Degrees and five and forty Degrees of the
said Latitude, all along the said Coasts of Virginia and America, as that Coast lays:
We, greatly commending, and graciously accepting of, their Desires for the Furtherance of so noble a Work,
which may, by the Providence of Almighty God, hereafter tend to the Glory of his Divine Majesty, in
propagating of Christian Religion to such People, as yet live in Darkness and miserable Ignorance of the true
Knowledge and Worship of God, and may in time bring the Infidels and Savages, living in those parts, to human
Civility, and to a settled and quiet Government: DO, by these our Letters Patents, graciously accept of, and agree
to, their humble and well-intended Desires;
And do therefore, for Us, our Heirs, and Successors, GRANT and agree, that the said Sir Thomas Gates, Sir
George Somers, Richard Hackluit, and Edward-Maria Wingfield, Adventurers of and for our City of London,
and all such others, as are, or shall be, joined unto them of that Colony, shall be called the first Colony; And they
shall and may begin their said first Plantation and Habitation, at any Place upon the said Coast of Virginia or
America, where they shall think fit and convenient, between the said four and thirty and one and forty Degrees
of the said Latitude; And that they shall have all the Lands, Woods, Soil, Grounds, Havens, Ports, Rivers, Mines,
Minerals, Marshes, Waters, Fishing, Commodities, and Hereditaments, whatsoever, from the said first Seat of
their Plantation and Habitation by the Space of fifty Miles of English Statute Measure, all along the said Coast of
Virginia and America, towards the West and Southwest, as the Coast lay, with all the Islands within one hundred
Miles directly over against the same Sea Coast; And also all the Lands, Soil, Grounds, Havens, Ports, Rivers,
Mines, Minerals, Woods, Waters, Marshes, Fishing, Commodities, and Hereditaments, whatsoever, from the said
Place of their first Plantation and Habitation for the space of fifty like English Miles, all along the said Coasts of
Virginia and America, towards the East and Northeast, or towards the North, as the Coast lay, together with all
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the Islands within one hundred Miles, directly over against the said Sea Coast; And also all the Lands, Woods,
Soil, Grounds, Havens, Ports, Rivers, Mines, Minerals, Marshes, Waters, Fishing, Commodities, and
Hereditaments, whatsoever, from the same fifty Miles every way on the Sea Coast, directly into the main Land
by the Space of one hundred like English Miles; And shall and may inhabit and remain there; and shall and may
also build and fortify within any the same, for their better Safeguard and Defence, according to their best
Discretion, and the Discretion of the Council of that Colony; And that no other of our Subjects shall be
permitted, or suffered, to plant or inhabit behind, or on the Backside of them, towards the main Land, without the
Express License or Consent of the Council of that Colony, thereunto in Writing first had and obtained.
And we do likewise, for Us, our Heirs, and Successors, by these Presents, GRANT and agree, that the said
Thomas Hanham, and Raleigh Gilbert, William Parker, and George Popham, and all others of the Town of
Plymouth in the County of Devon, or elsewhere, which are, or shall be, joined unto them of that Colony, shall be
called the second Colony; And that they shall and may begin their said Plantation and Seat of their first Abode
and Habitation, at any Place upon the said Coast of Virginia and America, where they shall think fit and
convenient, between eight and thirty Degrees of the said Latitude, and five and forty Degrees of the same
Latitude; And that they shall have all the Lands, Soils, Grounds, Havens, Ports, Rivers, Mines, Minerals, Woods,
Marshes, Waters, Fishing, Commodities and Hereditaments, whatsoever, from the first Seat of their Plantation
and Habitation by the Space of fifty like English Miles, as is aforesaid, all along the said Coasts of Virginia and
America, towards the West and Southwest, or towards the South, as the Coast lay, and all the Islands within one
hundred Miles, directly over against the said Sea Coast; And also all the Lands, Soils, Grounds, Havens, Ports,
Rivers, Mines, Minerals, Woods, Marshes, Waters, Fishing, Commodities, and Hereditaments, whatsoever, from
the said Place of their first Plantation and Habitation for the Space of fifty like Miles, all along the said Coast of
Virginia and America, towards the East and Northeast, or towards the North, as the Coast lay, and all the Islands
also within one hundred Miles directly over against the same Sea Coast; And also all the Lands, Soils, Grounds,
Havens, Ports, Rivers, Woods, Mines, Minerals, Marshes, Waters, Fishing, Commodities, and Hereditaments,
whatsoever, from the same fifty Miles every way on the Sea Coast, directly into the main Land, by the Space of
one hundred like English Miles; And shall and may inhabit and remain there; and shall and may also build and
fortify within any the same for their better Safeguard, according to their best Discretion, and the Discretion of
the Council of that Colony; And that none of our Subjects shall be permitted, or suffered, to plant or inhabit
behind, or on the back of them, towards the main Land, without express License of the Council of that Colony, in
Writing thereunto first had and obtained.
Provided always, and our Will and Pleasure herein is, that the Plantation and Habitation of such of the said
Colonies, as shall last plant themselves, as aforesaid, shall not be made within one hundred like English Miles of
the other of them, that first began to make their Plantation, as aforesaid.
And we do also ordain, establish, and agree, for Us, our Heirs, and Successors, that each of the said Colonies
shall have a Council, which shall govern and order all Matters and Causes, which shall arise, grow, or happen, to
or within the same several Colonies, according to such Laws, Ordinances, and Instructions, as shall be, in that
behalf, given and signed with Our Hand or Sign Manual, and pass under the Privy Seal of our Realm of England;
Each of which Councils shall consist of thirteen Persons, to be ordained, made, and removed, from time to time,
according as shall be directed and comprised in the same instructions; And shall have a several Seal, for all
Matters, that shall pass or concern the same several Councils; Each of which Seals, shall have the King's Arms
engraved on the one Side thereof, and his Portraiture on the other; And that the Seal for the Council of the said
first Colony shall have engraved round about, on the one Side, these Words; Sigillum Regis Magnae Britanniae,
Franciae, & Hiberniae; on the other Side this Inscription round about; Pro Concilio primae Colonial Virginia.
And the Seal for the Council of the said second Colony shall also have engraved, round about the one Side
thereof, the aforesaid Words; Sigillum Regis Magnae Britanniae, Franciae, & Hiberniae; and on the other Side;
Pro Concilio secundae Colonial Virginia:
And that also there shall be a Council, established here in England, which shall, in like manner, consist of
thirteen Persons, to be, for that Purpose, appointed by Us, our Heirs and Successors, which shall be called our
Council of Virginia; And shall, from time to time, have the superior Managing and Direction, only of and for all
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Matters that shall or may concern the Government, as well of the said several Colonies, as of and for any other
Part or Place, within the aforesaid Precincts of four and thirty and five and forty Degrees above mentioned;
Which Council shall, in like manner, have a Seal, for Matters concerning the Council or Colonies, with the like
Arms and Portraiture, as aforesaid, with this inscription, engraved round about on the one Side; Sigillum Regis
Magnae Britanniae, Franciae, & Hiberniae; and round about on the other Side, Pro Concilio suo Virginia.
And moreover, we do GRANT and agree, for Us, our Heirs and Successors; that the said several Councils of
and for the said several Colonies, shall and lawfully may, by Virtue hereof, from time to time, without any
Interruption of Us, our Heirs or Successors, give and take Order, to dig, mine, and search for all Manner of
Mines of Gold, Silver, and Copper, as well within any Part of their said several Colonies, as of the said main
Lands on the Backside of the same Colonies; And to HAVE and enjoy the Gold, Silver, and Copper, to be gotten
thereof, to the Use and Behoof of the same Colonies, and the Plantations thereof; YIELDING therefore to Us,
our Heirs and Successors, the fifth Part only of all the same Gold and Silver, and the fifteenth Part of all the
same Copper, so to be gotten or had, as is aforesaid, without any other Manner of Profit or Account, to be given
or yielded to Us, our Heirs, or Successors, for or in Respect of the same:
And that they shall, or lawfully may, establish and cause to be made a Coin, to pass current there between the
people of those several Colonies, for the more Ease of Traffick and Bargaining between and amongst them and
the Natives there, of such Metal, and in such Manner and Form, as the said several Councils there shall limit and
appoint.
And we do likewise, for Us, our Heirs, and Successors, by these Presents, give full Power and Authority to
the said Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George Somers, Richard Hackluit, Edward-Maria Wingfield, Thomas Hanham,
Raleigh Gilbert, William Parker, and George Popham, and to every of them, and to the said several Companies,
Plantations, and Colonies, that they, and every of them, shall and may, at all and every time and times hereafter,
have, take, and lead in the said Voyage, and for and towards the said several Plantations, and Colonies, and to
travel thitherward, and to abide and inhabit there, in every the said Colonies and Plantations, such and so many
of our Subjects, as shall willingly accompany them or any of them, in the said Voyages and Plantations; With
sufficient Shipping, and Furniture of Armor, Weapons, Ordinance, Powder, Victual, and all other things,
necessary for the said Plantations, and for their Use and Defence there: PROVIDED always, that none of the said
Persons be such, as shall hereafter be specially restrained by Us, our Heirs, or Successors.
Moreover, we do, by these Presents, for Us, our Heirs, and Successors, GIVE AND GRANT License unto
the said Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George Somers, Richard Hackluit, Edward-Maria Wingfield, Thomas Hanham,
Raleigh Gilbert, William Parker, and George Popham, and to every of the said Colonies, that they, and every of
them, shall and may, from time to time, and at all times forever hereafter, for their several Defenses, encounter,
expel, repel, and resist, as well by Sea as by Land, by all Ways and Means whatsoever, all and every such Person
or Persons, as without the especial License of the said several Colonies and Plantations, shall attempt to inhabit
within the said several Precincts and Limits of the said several Colonies and Plantations, or any of them, or that
shall enterprise or attempt, at any time hereafter, the Hurt, Detriment, or Annoyance, of the said several Colonies
or Plantations:
Giving and granting, by these Presents, unto the said Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George Somers, Richard
Hackluit, Edward-Maria Wingfield, Thomas Hanham, Raleigh Gilbert, William Parker, and George Popham, and
their Associates of the said second Colony, and to every of them, from time to time, and at all times for ever
hereafter, Power and Authority to take and surprise, by all Ways and Means whatsoever, all and every Person and
Persons, with their Ships, Vessels, Goods, and other Furniture, which shall be found trafficking, into any Harbor
or Harbors, Creek or Creeks, or Place, within the Limits or Precincts of the said several Colonies and
Plantations, not being of the same Colony, until such time, as they, being of any Realms, or Dominions under our
Obedience, shall pay, or agree to pay, to the Hands of the Treasurer of that Colony, within whose Limits and
Precincts they shall so traffic, two and a half upon every Hundred, of any thing so by them trafficked, bought, or
sold; And being Strangers, and not Subjects under our Obeyance, until they shall pay five upon every Hundred,
of such Wares and Merchandises, as they shall traffick, buy, or sell, within the Precincts of the said several
Colonies, wherein they shall so traffick, buy, or sell, as aforesaid; WHICH Sums of Money, or Benefit, as
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aforesaid, for and during the Space of one and twenty Years, next ensuing the Date hereof, shall be wholly
employed to the Use, Benefit, and Behoof of the said several Plantations, where such Traffick shall be made;
And after the said one and twenty Years ended, the same shall be taken to the Use of Us, our Heirs, and
Successors, by such Officers and Ministers as by Us, our Heirs, and Successors, shall be thereunto assigned or
appointed.
And we do further, by these Presents, for Us, our Heirs and Successors, GIVE AND GRANT unto the said
Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George Somers, Richard Hackluit, and Edward-Maria Wingfield, and to their Associates
of the said first Colony and Plantation, and to the said Thomas Hanham, Raleigh Gilbert, William Parker, and
George Popham, and their Associates of the said second Colony and Plantation, that they, and every of them, by
their Deputies, Ministers, and Factors, may transport the Goods, Chattels, Armor, Munitions, and Furniture,
needful to be used by them, for their said Apparel, Food, Defence, or otherwise in Respect of the said
Plantations, out of our Realms of England and Ireland, and all other our Dominions, from time to time, for and
during the Time of seven Years, next ensuing the Date hereof, for the better Relief of the said several Colonies
and Plantations, without any Customs, Subsidy, or other Duty, unto Us, our Heirs, or Successors, to be yielded or
paid for the same.
Also we do, for Us, our Heirs, and Successors, DECLARE, by these Presents, that all and every the Persons
being our Subjects, which shall dwell and inhabit within every or any of the said several Colonies and
Plantations, and every of their children, which shall happen to be born within any of the Limits and Precincts of
the said several Colonies and Plantations, shall HAVE and enjoy all Liberties, Franchises, and Immunities,
within any of our other Dominions, to all Intents and Purposes, as if they had been abiding and born, within this
our Realm of England, or any other of our said Dominions.
Moreover, our gracious Will and Pleasure is, and we do, by these Presents, for Us, our Heirs, and Successors,
declare and set forth, that if any Person or Persons, which shall be of any of the said Colonies and Plantations, or
any other, which shall traffick to the said Colonies and Plantations, or any of them, shall, at any time or times
hereafter, transport any Wares, Merchandises, or Commodities, out of any of our Dominions, with a Pretence to
land, sell, or otherwise dispose of the same, within any the Limits and Precincts of any of the said Colonies and
Plantations, and yet nevertheless, being at Sea, or after he hath landed the same within any of the said Colonies
and Plantations, shall carry the same into any other Foreign Country, with a Purpose there to sell or dispose of
the same, without the License of Us, our Heirs, and Successors, in that Behalf first had and obtained; That then,
all the Goods and Chattels of such Person or Persons, so offending and transporting, together with the said Ship
or Vessel, wherein such Transportation was made, shall be forfeited to Us, our Heirs, and Successors.
Provided always, and our Will and Pleasure is, and we do hereby declare to all Christian Kings, Princes, and
States, that if any Person or Persons which shall hereafter be of any of the said several Colonies and Plantations,
or any other, by his, their, or any of their License and Appointment, shall, at any Time or Times hereafter, rob or
spoil, by Sea or Land, or do any Act of unjust and unlawful Hostility to any the Subjects of Us, our Heirs, or
Successors, or any the Subjects of any King, Prince, Ruler, Governor, or State, being then in League or Amity
with Us, our Heirs, or Successors, and that upon such Injury, or upon just Complaint of such Prince, Ruler,
Governor, or State, or their Subjects, We, our Heirs, or Successors, shall make open Proclamation, within any of
the Ports of our Realm of England, commodious for that purpose, That the said Person or Persons, having
committed any such robbery, or Spoil, shall, within the term to be limited by such Proclamations, make full
Restitution or Satisfaction of all such Injuries done, so as the said Princes, or others so complaining, may hold
themselves fully satisfied and contented; And, that if the said Person or Persons, having committed such
Robbery or Spoil, shall not make, or cause to be made Satisfaction accordingly, within such Time so to be
limited, That then it shall be lawful to Us, our Heirs, and Successors, to put the said Person or Persons, having
committed such Robbery or Spoil, and their Procurers, Abettors, and Comforters, out of our Allegiance and
Protection; And that it shall be lawful and free, for all Princes, and others to pursue with hostility the said
offenders, and every of them, and their and every of their Procurers, aiders, abettors, and comforters, in that
behalf.
And finally, we do for Us, our Heirs, and Successors, GRANT and agree, to and with the said Sir Thomas
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Gates, Sir George Somers, Richard Hackluit, Edward-Maria Wingfield, and all others of the said first colony,
that We, our Heirs and Successors, upon Petition in that Behalf to be made, shall, by Letters Patent under the
Great Seal of England, GIVE and GRANT, unto such Persons, their Heirs and Assigns, as the Council of that
Colony, or the most part of them, shall, for that Purpose nominate and assign all the lands, Tenements, and
Hereditaments, which shall be within the Precincts limited for that Colony, as is aforesaid, TO BE HOLDEN of
Us, our heirs and Successors, as of our Manor at East-Greenwich, in the County of Kent, in free and common
Soccage only, and not in Capite:
And do in like Manner, Grant and Agree, for Us, our Heirs and Successors, to and with the said Thomas
Hanham, Raleigh Gilbert, William Parker, and George Popham, and all others of the said second Colony, That
We, our Heirs, and Successors, upon Petition in that Behalf to be made, shall, by Letters-Patent, under the Great
Seal of England, GIVE and GRANT, unto such Persons, their Heirs and Assigns, as the Council of that Colony,
or the most Part of them, shall for that Purpose nominate and assign, all the Lands, Tenements, and
Hereditaments, which shall be within the Precincts limited for that Colony, as is aforesaid, to BE HOLDEN of
Us, our Heirs and Successors, as of our Manor of East-Greenwich, in the County of Kent, in free and common
Soccage only, and not in Capite.
All which Lands, Tenements, and Hereditaments, so to be passed by the said several Letters-Patent, shall be
sufficient Assurance from the said Patentees, so distributed and divided amongst the Undertakers for the
Plantation of the said several Colonies, and such as shall make their Plantations in either of the said several
Colonies, in such Manner and Form, and for such Estates, as shall be ordered and set down by the Council of the
said Colony, or the most part of them, respectively, within which the same Lands, Tenements, and Hereditaments
shall lye or be; Although express Mention of the true yearly Value or Certainty of the Premises, or any of them,
or of any other Gifts or Grants, by Us or any of our Progenitors or Predecessors, to the aforesaid Sir Thomas
Gates, Knight Sir George Somers, Knight. Richard Hackluit, Edward-Maria Wingfield, Thomas Hanham,
Raleigh Gilbert, William Parker, and George Popham, or any of them, heretofore made, in these Presents, is not
made; Or any Statute, Act, Ordinance, or Provision, Proclamation, or Restraint, to the contrary hereof had, made,
ordained, or any other Thing, Cause, or Matter whatsoever, in any wise notwithstanding.
IN WITNESS whereof, we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent; Witness Ourself at Westminster,
the tenth Day of April, in the fourth Year of our Reign of England, France, and Ireland, and of Scotland the nine
and thirtieth.
http://www.lonang.com/exlibris/organic/1606-fcv.htm
[The Laws of Nature and Nature's God is the meaning of LONANG]
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2013, July 5 This Is The Big One We've All Been Waiting For~The Grand Sextile

Planetary Aspects and Tzolkin Correspondences for the Cosmic Moon 2013
Aloha Planetary Kin:
This is your Cosmic skywatcher, Randy Bruner, Blue Cosmic Hand, coming to you from 19.5° on the Big
Island of Hawaii. These are epic times in which we are living and this Cosmic Moon is no exception to that.
The Maya were avid skywatchers. To them, the axiom “As above, so below.” was how they lived their lives.
They watched the dynamic of the planets moving across the sky and lived their life accordingly. As I write
this, we are in the central column of the Tzolkin in the Mirror Wavespell. It is the Summer Solstice day,
Yellow Spectral Star, " I dissolve in order to beautify." I'm finding seemingly endless order of
correspondences of the planetary aspects and the Tzolkin. I will attempt to condense them for transmission
to you.
This Cosmic Moon, the last of the 7 Mystic Moons, contains an awesome set of planetary movements and
aspects, which correlate very closely to the Dreamspell version of the Tzolkin. The outer planets move very
slowly and are already in position as the inner planets move into aspects with them. Just after Galactic
Synchronization, on the 4th day of the Magnetic Moon, July 29, 2013, the planets will form an almost exact
Grand Sextile. The Grand Sextile also includes two Grand Trines. These are all very positive and
harmonious aspects completely surrounding the planet in a Sacred Geometric configuration. This is an
awesome alignment of the planets in the solar system emcompassing the Earth in the geometry of a
Stargate.
Here is an image of the astrology chart for the grand sextile. I accentuated the Grand Trine & Grand Sextile
aspects to highlight their geometry.
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I've also included an image here of the sacred geometry held by the planets of the solar system around the
earth during this aspect.
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Magnetic Moon 4, July 29, 2013, is the day of the Grand Sextile. It is encoded as Blue Spectral Hand, “I
dissolve in order to know. Releasing healing. I seal the store of accomplishment with the spectral tone of
liberation. I am guided by my own power doubled.” What an affirmation for planetary healing and upliftment.
This aspect comes into play one week after the Full Moon of the Cosmic Moon, which is the last of 3 Super
Moons in a row. The Super Moon is when the Full Moon falls on the day when the Moon is closest to the
Earth. The Moon moves into position to create a Grand Trine with Venus and Pluto which also completes a
Grand Sextile around the planet Earth. The Grand Trine with Venus, Pluto and the Moon signifies the
possibility of transformation (Pluto) through the power of beauty (Venus) and love (Super Moon).
There is already a Grand Trine in place as the Moon moves in to complete the Grand Sextile. Mars
conjunct Jupiter trines Saturn and Neptune. This harmonious aspect represents the possibility of our
highest hopes and dreams (Neptune) being able to reclaim spirituality from religion (Jupiter) and replace
materialism with abundance (Saturn). Mars is added in there to allow us to replace war with peace.
The Grand Sextile is formed from the 2 Grand Trines that we've already talked about. The Grand Sextile
forms a 6 sided, crystalline form around the Earth with 2 interlocking triangles inside. This is the geometric
form of a Stargate formed around the planet Earth by the other planets in the solar system. This is the
opportunity for direct download of galactic cosmic energy.
The aspects of the Grand Sextile enhance the aspects of the Grand Trines that we already discussed. The
conjunction of Jupiter and Mars is sextile to Venus, the power of beauty, on one side, and the Moon, the
power of love, on the other side. This signals the opportunity for the power of love and beauty to overcome
the power of war and religion. Then the planet Saturn, materialism, is sextile to Venus, power of beauty, on
one side and Pluto, the planet of transformation, on the other side. This signals the power of beauty to
transform materialism. Then we have the planet Neptune, the power of our highest hopes and dreams,
sextile to Pluto, the planet of transformation, on one side and the Moon, the power of love, on the other
side. This signifies the power of transformation to bring about our highest hopes and dreams through the
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power of love.
This image appears to me to be the template for an altar to utilize for the Day Out of Time, the New Year
and for the day of the Grand Sextile. I've included the copy of the astrology chart so that you can see the
positions of the planets. For the purpose of the altar I would suggest placing stones on each of the points to
represent each of the planets. Through this method we will actualize the Stargate in all of our ceremonies.
You can, of course, just meditate on this image if you are a solo practitioner or group of individuals not able
to create an altar for yourself.
Four days before the Day Out of Time and four days after the Day Out of Time the Moon moves across the
sky, forming conjunctions to the planets Pluto, Neptune, Uranus and then moving into place to take the last
spot in a Grand Trine and forming the Grand Sextile. This seems to me to be a good time to hold energy
and ceremonies for the transformation of humanity and the planet. I know that this is adding a lot to the Day
Out of Time celebration. Stretching it out over more than a week may not be possible for many of you. But,
this is the Big One we've all been waiting for. So, I think it is worth the effort to take the extra time to
participate fully in the planetary ascension process.
It is my suggestion that we extend our celebration of the New Year from the Full Moon before through the
Grand Sextile on Blue Spectral Hand day and utilize this geometric pattern for ceremonies that we perform
for the Day Out of Time and leading up to the Grand Sextile. In my opinion this signals the opening of the
gate for Galactic Synchronization. It is the gateway to a New World and our new future as a Galactic
Culture.
Having delineated the aspects of the Grand Sextile, now we will discuss the planetary aspects and the
Tzolkin correspondences in the Cosmic Moon which set the stage for it. First of all, the Cosmic Moon
contains the Yellow Seed Wavespell. The Yellow Seed Wavespell contains 10 GAP days in a row. These
are the GAP days for projecting into the future and allow us the opportunity to dream our future into being.
So, in the Yellow Seed Wavespell, we plant the seed for our future. This, of course, prepares us for Galactic
Synchronization at the beginning of the New Year, Yellow Galactic Seed.
The 1st of the 10 GAP days in a row falls on Cosmic Moon 12, July 8, 2013, and is encoded as White
Electric World-Bridger, “I activate in order to equalize.” This date is also the New Moon in the Cosmic Moon
of Presence. So, the New Moon, the opportunity to set up new beginnings, begins the 10 GAP days in a
row dealing with the future and allowing us to dream our future into being.
The last of the 10 GAP days in a row falls on Cosmic Moon 21, July 17, 2013, and is encoded as Blue
Crystal Eagle, “I dedicate in order to create.” Most of you know that the crystal tone is the tone of
cooperation. This is our opportunity to cooperate in order to create a new world, a new future for ourselves
and others.
On the last of the 10 GAP days in a row, Blue Crystal Eagle, Jupiter moves into a trine with Saturn and
Neptune. Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune in a harmonious aspect represents the possibility of our highest
hopes and dreams (Neptune) being able to reclaim spirituality from religion (Jupiter) and replace
materialism with abundance (Saturn). This begins to set up what will become a Grand Trine and the Grand
Sextile just after Galactic Synchronization.
Then, on Cosmic Moon 23, July 19, 2013, Red Magnetic Earth, “I unify in order to evolve.” Saturn moves
into the trine with Neptune. This transforms the above aspects into a Grand Trine. It forms a triangle around
the Earth in space and embraces the earth in the opportunity to evolve, since the Red Earth Wavespell
bridges us over Galactic Synchronization.
We move next to Cosmic Moon 24, July 20, 2013, White Lunar Mirror, “I polarize in order to reflect.” On this
date the planet Mercury moves direct and the planet Mars moves up to conjunct Jupiter and enter the
Grand Trine formed by Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune. Above we were talking about reclaiming religion and
materialism with the energy of this Grand Trine. Now Mars is added in there, which allows us to replace war
with peace. If we transform our action, the power of Mars, towards the upliftment of humanity and the Earth
the Grand Trine will transform the power of Mars from the God of War to the God of Action.
The day before the Full Moon of the Cosmic Moon of Presence is Cosmic Moon 25, July 21, 2013, Blue
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Electric Storm, “I activate in order to catalyze.” On this day the Moon eclipses the planet Pluto. The Moon,
the planet of emotion, passes in front of Pluto, the planet of transformation. This activates the power of
love, our highest emotion, to bring about transformation within humanity and on the planet.
The next day is the Full Moon Day, it is Cosmic Moon 26, July 22, 2013. In the Tzolkin it is the day Yellow
Self-Existing Sun. This day is also known as 4 Ahau in the traditional Mayan calendar. In the Mayan long
count the date 4 Ahau is the beginning and the end of the last cycle. This acknowledges the Alpha &
Omega of the grand cycles. It is also the last of 3 in a row Super Moons. The Super Moon is when the Full
Moon falls on the day when the Moon is closest to the Earth. So, it is actually bigger in the sky, therefore a
Super Moon. This of course means it has a greater effect on the Earth, the tides, the tectonic plates and
our psyche. If we tie the power of love to the Super Moon imagine what we can do with that energy. Also on
this day Mars moves up to conjunct with Jupiter. This solidifies the 1st of the Grand Trine aspects. This
allows the power of love, Super Moon, to overcome the power of war, Mars, and the negative aspects of
religion, Jupiter. This will, of course, bring about an ending and a new beginning in both of those areas.
On the last day of the 13 moon calendar Cosmic Moon 28, July 24, 2013, the Moon moves into conjunction
with Neptune. This adds the power of love from the Super Moon to the power of our highest hopes and
dreams from the planet Neptune. This ends out the cycle of the 7 Mystic Moons.
Then on the Day Out of Time, Blue Resonant Night, “I channel in order to dream.”, the Moon moves into
conjunction with Chiron the healer. This allows us to channel the energy into our dream of healing the
planet, which facilitates our path into Galactic Synchronization. On the New Year's Day, Yellow Galactic
Seed, “I harmonize in order to target.” We will all be gathering to celebrate and focus on bringing in and
embodying the Galactic frequencies. But, there are still many more aspects yet to come and the most
powerful planetary aspects are not until Magnetic Moon 4. Blue Spectral Hand.
The 2nd day of the New Year, Magnetic Moon 2, Red Solar Serpent, " I pulse in order to survive.", sees the
Moon move into conjunction with the planet Uranus. Uranus is the planet of the lightning bolt, which brings
about quick, sudden sometimes all-encompassing change. The Moon as the power of love added to the
power of Uranus to bring about positive all-encompassing change very rapidly is the essence of this
aspect.
It is important to note that there are some challenging aspects in this chart as well. As you can see, there
are several red line aspects in the chart. These are aspects that will attempt to hold us back or bring us
down. Now, more than ever, we are being asked to "rise above" the lower energies and hold a higher vision
of the world. Now we must realize that it's where we focus our energies that determine the results we get.
I hope that some of you can take the initiative to create and perform ceremonies of enlightenment around
each of these aspects. Because this is the Big One we've all been waiting for. It's time to step up and
participate in the planetary ascension process.
Peace, Love & In Lakéch
Randy Cosmichand
---------------------------------------------------------------If you wish to receive more detailed preparation for these monumental events, we will be opening a 4-week
series of 2-hour webinars on Cosmic Moon Alpha 12, (Monday, July 8th.) That is the New Moon, White
Electric Worldbridger and opening of the GAP!
If interested, reply to this address : lightbeingsunlimited@earthlink.net for more details
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2013, July 5 Oracle Report – Daily Energetic Analysis During the Time of Awakening
http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2013/07/05/must-read-the-oracle-repor...
Don’t miss this and the next two posts! ~J

Balsamic Moon Phase- Moon in Gemini/Cancer
Ruling Mahavidya: Bagalamukhi
I am combining Friday’s report with the weekend report because the energy unfolds like the lace mandala
of this spiderweb. It’s a wave that builds out. The wave builds until the New Moon enters early on Monday.
I’ve looked beyond the wave to see what’s ahead and I can tell you that between now and October we are
in for something unseen on the planet before. It is so good that I cannot even put it into words to share
right now, but I will most definitely be recording an audio as soon as we are able to arrange it.
So just place the knowledge of the nature of what’s to come as the backdrop of what develops this
weekend. Keep in mind that links and connections are weaving together to perfectly position us for a great
boon (or at least the kind of boon that those of us engaged in co-creating with Wisdom Goddess Sophia
would relish). The collective of humanity has stated its intention to be released from whatever
binds it and Sophia has heard.In essence, the power struggle between the collective of humanity and those
forces that stand to annihilate humanity (and Sophia) begins to tip toward the collective of humanity. We
will begin to throw off Archontic intrusion en masse (individually in the micro level of our own lives and
holistically at the macro level of our race).
The Sun (Sabaoth) appears to be powering up in a new way as we approach the New Moon. The Sun’s
southern hemisphere is becoming active for the first time in years and the magnetic fields are building to X
and M class flare level. (Let’s all say thanks to Sabaoth this weekend.)
Additionally, we have another compelling dynamic at play with Jupiter coming up on the heels of the Black
Moon and the Moon entering Cancer for the first time since the Black Moon entered Cancer. Cancers and
Capricorns (and those with the Black Moon in those signs) will experience the weekend’s unfolding
web/mandala most profoundly. Remember that this energy is going to release us from the prisons of our
minds. Take heart.
Taking all of this down to the mundane level, Friday we are prone toward feeling a little lost, Friday night
and Saturday we are prone toward indulgence so partake but be smart, and Sunday we are struck by
mystery. Seek out a good book (spiritual, mystery, fantasy, sci-fi) f you feel confused or need guidance.
Follow your impulses to pick up certain books.
Above all, see this energy as the connecting line in a cosmic tapestry that is weaving into existence.If
you’ve been following The Oracle Report for a while, you know that I call it like I see it – good, bad, and
ugly. I often use the word “ugly” to describe the energy. I translate visually. Trust me when I say that it is
getting ready to get gorgeous out there.
The Oracle Report
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